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 AbstrAct

Enterprise Information Systems are the most inte-
grated information systems that cut across various 
organizations as well as various functional areas. 
Small and medium enterprises, competitor’s behav-
ior, business partner requirement are the identified 
and established dimensions that affect these systems. 
Further it has been observed that such enterprise 
wide software systems prove to be a failure either 
in the design or its implementation. A number of 
reasons contribute in the success or failure of such 
systems. Enterprise information systems inherently 
present unique risks due to tightly linked interdepen-
dencies of business processes, relational databases, 
and process reengineering, etc. Knowledge of such 

risks is important in design of system and program 
management as they contribute to success of overall 
system. In this chapter an attempt has been made to 
study the design and implementation risks factors for 
ERP systems in large scale manufacturing organiza-
tions. Based on the model used to study ERP risks 
and thus the findings, various recommendations 
have been put forward to suggest a strategy so as 
to mitigate and manage such risks.

IntroductIon

Enterprise Information systems are a corporate 
marvel, with a huge impact on both the business 
and information technology worlds. Organizations 
today have been talking about Enterprise Resource 
Solutions as a means of business innovation. They DOI: 10.4018/978-1-61520-625-4.ch014
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are designed to enhance competitiveness by 
upgrading an organization’s ability to generate 
timely and accurate information throughout the 
enterprise and its supply chain. A successful En-
terprise wide information system implementation 
can shorten production cycles, increases accuracy 
of demand for materials management & sourc-
ing and leads to inventory reduction because of 
material management, etc. ERP is the first such 
enterprise wide product, implementing client 
server concept and which has changed nature of 
jobs in all functional areas and provides one of 
the primary tool for reengineering. The ERP is 
being used for improving business productivity, 
streamlining business operations, reducing cost 
and improving efficiency worldwide. ERP systems 
act as integrators, bringing multiple systems to-
gether under one program and database. Further, 
CRM help in keeping a better track on customers 
thereby improving business processes. Whereas, 
a typical legacy IT systems are composed of mul-
tiple software products, each operating discretely, 
often resulting in conflicting information for an 
executive to reconcile when determining profit-
ability status and growth strategies. With Sarbanes 
Oxley and other regulatory requirements, it is 

becoming increasingly difficult for utilities to 
operate or be compliant without full integration 
across the enterprise. Thus the adoption of ERP 
is going to increase.

Today, India has emerged as the fastest growing 
IT hub in the world with growth dominated by IT 
software and services such as Custom Application 
Development & Maintenance (CADM), System 
Integration, IT Consulting, Application Man-
agement, Infrastructure Management Services, 
Software testing, Service-oriented architecture 
and Web services.

the It IntellectuAl 
AdVAntAge for IndIAn smes

India has always been considered as a strong IT 
destination due to its young tech-savvy English 
speaking population. When being rated on Human 
sophistication, India comes just below two nations 
which are US and UK while on vendor sophistica-
tion; we are almost equal to Germany and share 
way better than China. This is being depicted in 
the IT Intellectual advantage chart being shown 
above in figure 1. (Source: Frost & Sullivan, 2006).

Figure 1. Vendor sophistication: Number of vendors, vendor quality (source: Frost and Sullivan)
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